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1.

Introduction
The

purpose of this paper

is to

make known

the method attempted at

combating the loss of standing timber due to beetle

private operator.
The operator has

a

infestation

by a

vast holding in the ponderosa pine belt of

northern California and the sarrrrle tract upon which control measures
were taken

is tyDical of

many

parts of his total stand.

It is

hoped

that is economically
feasible. Although the season of work that this paper describes is the
first in this stand, it is hoped that the results gained will nrove
that

a method of reducing the damage can be found

useful in determining future action.

If operators

can find a low cost method of lowering the losses due

to beetles, they will be more willing to protect their
and

own

holdings,

br such action, will insure a better future for the lumber industry

of the nation.
The

Division of Forest Insect Investi»ations of the Bureau of

Entomology and

Plant Quarantine have

shown much

enthusiasm and

iven

utmost cooperation in the efforts of this operator.
The

on

text of this paper

was accumulated

b' the author. It is

observation and experience on the project.

He

based

has served in several

capacities in this and on similar operations, varying in importance
hook-setter to spotter.

from

Chapter

I

Description and Extent of Damage in the Pine Belt
Most of the forests of the United States are infested to
For the purpose of this discussion,

by beetles.

as harmful and helpful beetles.

extent

sorne

they will be referred to

(1)

Many beetles are essential to the process of nature in the woods.
These insects

forests.

serve to aid in the deterioration of the wastes of the

The helpful wood-destroying beetles

and many species of minute

plant and animal organisms are the rnaor factors in the disintegration
of snags, fallen limbs, and other debris in the forest to a useful organic

material that trees and other Dlants use as food.

Several kinds of these

helpful beetles feed on the larva and adults of injurious beetles.

(2)

The beetles with which, this paper is mainly concerned are the harmful ones.

divisions:

Of this classification, there are a number of possible

sub-

defoliating beetles, cone and seed-destroying beetles, seed-

ling-destroying beetles, twig-destroying beetles, wood borers, and bark
and carnbiuni-destroying beetles.

Other types are found, but the above

mentioned comprise the majority of injurious beetles.

As far as ponderosa

pine is concerned, bark beetles are the most damaging of the whole group,
and the destruction that can be directly attributed to them is greater

than the sum of all other beetle damages combined. (1)
The injurious beetles can be farther classified as primary and

secondary.

The first of these two subclasses attack mainly live,

and, for the most part, comparatively healthy trees.

sound,

The secondary

beetles usually work on trees that have been severely damaged by primary beetles or trees that may have been weakened by fire or other agents.

Knowledge of the habits of the beetle and whether it is primary or
secondary is important in attempting control measures on infested trees.

Although this paper is mainly concerned with the primary beetles

attacking ponderosa nine, it is well to note that every species of

western forest tree is subject to beetle damage, both primary and
secondary. (10)
No stage in the growth of a ponderosa pine is free from the possi-

bility of attack by one or more kinds of injurious beetles.

Seedlings

are no more free from the possibility of attack than timber in the woods.

In many old growth stands, the loss due to beetles far exceeds the in-

crement and when the reproduction is sparse, the loss may eventually

destroy the stand.
The following figures bear out the testimony of many experts

field of forest entomology.

in the

Losses in the state of California in 1932

alone, exceeded both the amount logged and that which was destroyed by
fire by more than 300 percent.

(9)

In the pine belt of Oregon, during

the ten years ending 1934, the damage by beetles amounted to two and

one-quarter trillion board

One typical section in

Klamath

Indian Reservation lost over one-third of its total volume of 11,000,000
board feet in ten years.

n the lodgepole pine region of the northern

Rockies, the losses for the ten years ending with 1932

imately 7,250,000,000 board feet.

nounted to approx-

Over 110,000,000 board feet of western

white pine were destroyed b1 beetles in northern Idaho from 1922-1932. (1)
Mr. Phil F. Brogan, newspaper editor of Bend, Oregon,

stated that

the loss due to beetles has exceeded the amount cut plus that which was

lost to fire by 100 percent for the five-year period ending with 1935. (9)
The accompanying chart shows the damage by beetles in relation to
the amouut burned or logged.

(See appendix)

Several damages are to be noted in stands that have been damaged by

beetles.

The main

losss that can

be found in pine

stands are:

the re-

duction in volume of valuable secies and the subsequent increase in percentage of volume of less valuable species, a loss in growth rate of

4.

weakened trees,

an increased cost of improvement

of the hazard of standing snags, and the

construction because

reatly increased cost of fire

protection due to the greater hazards and risks of dead timber, both on
the forest floor and in snags.

Insects have been in our forests as long as the forests have existed,

most authorities claim.

It is the coincidence of various factors, main-

ly natural, that cause a tree to be susceptible.

Long dry summers and

mild winters are perhaps the major causes of increased susceptibility
in ponderosa pine.

(1)

External damages to a tree,

such as scars or

lightning strikes or the weakening due to fire are also of great importance in lowering the normal resistance of the tree to infestation.

3.

Chapter II

Description

o

Sample Tract

The tract is located in northern California and is tart of the

holdings of the Blank Lumber Company (Actual name withheld by request).
The tract lies mainly in S27,

T421T,

R "X" 1, Mount Diablo meridan

(Exact location withheld by request).
of this section

and.

a

4O

omed

A few trees along the fringes

by the

overnment constitute the irreg-

ularities that cause the 680 acres that were worked not to be a section
as was originally

planned.

The topography is very gentle

on this unit.

The average

negligible, hut a few lava outcops are to be found.
of the logger,
the

itts a

ood cat show".

topography in rough detail.

slope is

In the terminology

The accompanying sketch shows

(See appendix)

The stand is of mainly ponderosa pine with a amall percentage

sugar pine,

incense cedar, I)ouglas-fir, and upland white fir.

are mainly mature and overmature.

attack.

of

The pines

This condition is conducive to beetle

ortality loss percent has not been computed for this unit, but

casual observation suggests that this loss is high.
The beetles causing most of the damage on this

genera Dendroctnus,

Ips, Fithyogenes,

area are of the

and Melanophila.

The first three

of these are most common to this region and are usually classified as
the

"pine bark beetles".

The latter genera usually attacks trees

pre-

viously weakened by one or more of the pine bark beetles, but frequently
attacks alone if a tree of poor vigor is encountered.

The order of im-

portance of the beetles found on this unit is as follows:
brevicomis,

Dendroctonus

elanophila californica, vendroctonus monticola, Ips oregoni,

Dendroctnus valens, and Fithyogenes sp.

Many fine and accurate books have been written on these beetles,

so

even a brief description of the beetles and their methods of damaging is

6.

unnecessary in this paper.

A combination of the Dendroetnus brevicomis and

e1enophi1a cali-

fornica appear most common on this area, and it is to this combination
that most of the damage is charged.

cola in the sugar pines,

Except for the ]Jendroctnus monti-

the remaining beetles are usually secondary.

These usually attack weakened trees and merely speed destruction.
The company logged near this area in about 1924 and laid a railroad

grade through this area.

It was this railroad grade that furnished most

of the road used as the mainline logging road to the railhead.

7.

Chapter III

Methods of Combating Insect Damage
:atural control factors have, since the establishment of forests,
held in sufficient control to allow the existance of forests, the insects for which trees are food and shelter.

tFor every

action, there

is an equal and opnosite reactionu may be applied in this discussion

to nearly the same extent that the law applies

to physics.

For nearly

every detrimental factor that nature has introduced to the forests,
there have been conditioning factors that have kept the detriment

within bounds ----- when considered over a long period of time.
The balance of nature tends to hold beetle epidemics in check,

but

Ivian

has so disturbed this balance that where there were once vast

unharvested timberlands, there are now fewer trees and the increase in

density of the beetle population in the remaining stands is immanent..

With Man depending as much on timber as he does today, the effect of
a beetle epidemic is far more serious than is often supposed.

Then the

losses have been compiled and the monetary loss shovm, the problem of
saving the remaining stands seems more important.
"ithat

Man has created, he can destroy" is the classical proverb

that applies to many of thecontrol nasures that are being taken today.
There are two major methods of control:

natural, or the harnessing of

nature to offset the disturbed natural balance, and artificial, or mechanically changing the present condition to one which will return the
forests to a desired state.

Moisture abundance usually allows a tree to obtain sufficient vigor
to resist normal insect attacks.

Most pine bark beetles are resisted by

healthy, Vigorous trees unless the number of beetles working on a single
tree becomes sufficient to so weaken the tree that successive attacks

prove serious.

Q.

The main

reason that bark beetles attack trees is to obtain food.

resisted by heavy flows of pitch in healthy trees.
Treos without sufficient vigor to combat these oreditors are usually
trees low in available sap. Overrnature or decadent trees, trees weakened

These beetles are

by prolonged periods of dryness, disease,

fire, etc.,

and

trees

mechan-

ically scarred are more susceptible to insect infestation because of
t}eir weakened condition. With favorable conditions, few species of
bark beetles can gain a foothold in epidemic numbers. (6)
In virgin pine forests of the West, many of the trees are mature

this condition, the recent losses in these stands
are explainable, mainly because of the low resistance of such stands to
and decadent.

attack

flnder

and the good environment

for beetle regeneration.

This condition

often results in the number of beetles becoming great enough to
younger

damage

trees.

Some

of the factors that have held the beetles in check throughout

the ages are the natural enemies that exist on these insects.

Some

of

the helpful insects feed on both the larva and the adults of the bark

beetles.

ilias.

these helpful

insects belong mainly to the

wasp and

fly

fam-

birds feed on bark beetles in the larva stage. 2)
There are three major subdivisions of artificial control: direct
measures, such as destroying the beetle or larva 'hv poisoninr, drovmnp,
Numerous

silviculturally producing

that is less susceptible
to damage by changing some of the existing physical or nutritional requirements present in a stand to such a state that the beetle does not
thrive; or by establishing enough of the natural enemies of the beetle
or burning;

a stand

that his activity is reduced.
direct measures has been tried in many acres
of the pine region to a limited extent. Much of this work has been done
by the Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine in cooperation with the
The

possible control

by
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Forest Service.

Some work, however, has been done with private capital.

The results of this work have not definitely shown, wheresuch work is

concerned with large are&s.
but the results that have
available.

Experimental areas have been established,

ben

obtained have not, as yet, been made

Since this paper is concerned mainly with one method of

treating infested stands, a more detailed description of these methods
of treatment is not in order.

ilumerous publications dealing with

these

methods are listed in the bibliojraphy of this paper.
Recent studies show

liht burnin

to the control of bark beetles. (7)

of forest lands to be detrimental

The main damaging factor being the

damage necessarily inflicted upon the bark of the trees in order to bring
about a high enough temperature to kill the beetles and their larva.
Pine bark beetles require temperatures ranging from 50 to SO degrees

Fahrenheit for maximum activity.

The larva of these beetles are killed

when exposed to a temperature of minus 10 degrees and air temperatures

below minus 20 degrees have proved fatal to

a

high percentage of the broods

of this and other bark beetles. (s)
The biological control of the western pine bark beetle has not been

attempted on a large scale in the United States at the present time. (1)

Silvicultural control measures have been experimented with and appear,
at the present time,

to be the most practical

in many regions of the pine

belt.

When timber stands are brought under management, it becomes possible
to regulate conditions as to make forests less vulnerable to insect
attack; or if insect damage does occur, to salvage the timber without undue
loss.
The underlying aim is to maintain a biological balance throughout
the period of rotation.
This task is hardly as simple as it sounds and
cannot be accomplished without a thorough understanding of all the factors
contributing to insect abundance and the resistance of forest stands. The
possibilities in this direction have not as yet been fully investigated,
and there is still much to be learned about the management of western
so

forest types before thoroughly sound methods of procedure can be recommended
with comniete assurance of success.
In the overinature virgin forests of ponderosa pine, bark beetles are
not indiscriminate in their attacks but make a selection of certain trees

lo.

or groups of trees scattered through the stand. A study of the tyoes of
trees selected has shown that in general the more slowly growing trees,
the codominants and intrrnediates in the stand, and the older age classes
are selected in preference to the thrifty, dominant, young trees.
The
damage in these pine forests also becomes more acute when the stands are
suffering from stagnation or are subeoted to periods of drouht, and the
soil moisture is not sufficient to keep all of the trees in a thrifty,
rowing condition. A selective cutting to remove the more beetle-suscetible trees, to release the stand from stanation, and to give the more
thrifty dominant trees first chance for such moisture as may be available
is the most obvious solution.
Instead of cutting heavily on small logging
units forest management is looking toward a light selective system whereby large areas will be opened wo so that insect-killed trees can be quickly salvaged and stands improved from the standpoints of both growth and

insect resistance.
Many of these problems of silvicultural control become increasingly
important when new plantations are established.
Sites must be selected
which are adapted to the growing of trees, or growih will be so poor and
the trees so weak that insects will have a fertile field for their activities. Here, too, there is the opportunity to select varieties of trees
that are not only adapted to the particular site but are insect-resistant
or capable of making such rapid growbh as to overcome any set-backs from
insect attack.
Drainage, the mixture of soecies, and the spacing of the
trees also must be given special consideration." (1)

li.

Chapter IV

Profitable Selective Mortality Cutting in Ponderosa Pine
or

Attempted Control of the Western Pine Beetle By Stand Improvement
The objective of this practise is to protect the stand by removing
the trees that are most susceptible to insect attack and net a profit
to the operators by doin» so.

The method of accomplishing the objective is by logging the "high

risk" trees and transporting the salvaged logs to the mill at a cost

that will net the company a return.

Simplicity is obtained by outlining the procedure employed.

The

outline follows:
I

Crew, and duties of each member
a.

2

snotters. These men had charge of the detection of the

high risk trees and the plotting of these trees on a map
to aid the fallers in finding the trees to be felled.

These men were also responsible for the marking of high

risk trees to facilitate their being found and the recording of anr essential data.
b. 1 head loader.

bucking,

This man was in charge of the falling,

skidding, loading, transportation of the logs to

the railhead, unloading,

laying of roads,

and the coordi-

nation of onerations.
c.

3

loggers. These men did the falling, bucking,

limbing,

and were responsible for the marking of buck cuts, stump

heights, and top diiieter limits as set by the company.
d.

i

choker-setter. This man dug the choker holes and set the

chokers.

lie

was also öne of the hook-setters in the load-

ing operation.
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e.

1

tractor operator.

This man operated the tractor used in

skidding and building secondary roads.
for the maintenance of his machine.

He was responsible

When the truck driver

had completed his work-week, the tractor operator took his
1aoe.
f.

1

truck driver.

This man operated the loading rig, drove

the loaded truck to the railhead, and operated the unloading machine.
g.

1

handy-man.

This man drove the truck used to transnort

supplies, repair parts and fuel, and personnel.

He also

served as a hook-setter in the loading operation, unhooked
chokers at the 1andin, and helped fuel eauipment.
Because of the compactness of this operation,

and the cooperative

end friendly spirit that existed, one man would often help another.

Since the speed of the operation was not great due to the synchronization
of equipment (necessarily slower because of the pulsation of needed effort

caused by the few times a day the truck was at the loading deck), a man
was usually available to assist in any 'irk that might need immediate
attention.
II

quipmnent and its uses
a.

1

Cletrac diesel, 30 horsepower, model 1928, equipped with

a hydrailic bulldozer blade (9 foot).

This machine was used

to skid. the logs to the landing and to construct secondary

roads and fire trails if needed.

with a single
b. i loading rig.

drimm and set of

The tractor was eiipped

Athey wheels.

This piece of equipment was designed and

at the company shop.

It consisted of a

Caterpillar gasoline tractor (model 1927--aeprox.)

and a

thirty foot steel boom mounted atop a set of Athey wheels.

].

line was

The loadin

the tractor.

All

.

owered from a sin4e drum winch on

uy lines were attached to the ri

permit greater flexibility in movin.

This piece of

equipment was used to load the truck and in shiftin
loads to adjust the balance.

Logs

to

weihin

the

up to 15 tons

were loaded with this machine.
o.

i

loging

truck.

This was a model AC-804 General Motors

Truck equipped with type 1500 cab,

three speed auxiliary

transmission, style 023 chassis, Fabco model 99 trailer,
dual axles, and cab control 7Testinhouse air brakes.
size (for all 18 wheels) lO-. x 22.

Tire

This truck was used to

transport loss from the woods to the railhead and could be,

by using a specially constructed bed, used for transporting
tractors in an emer'ency (fire, etc.).

hydraulically operated,

durnD

A five cubic yard,

bed was part of the auxiliary

equipment to this truck, but was not used on this oneration.
(Used when lo

hauling impossible to haul jravel, supply

ballast for the truck when used with a snow plow, etc.)
d.

i

unloading machine.

This piece of equipment was constructed

from a tractor frame and engine of the same model as used in
the loading rig, a single drum winch, and an

nAIT

frame

mounted on the back of the same pair of skids as the frame
and

enE,

head.
e.

i

me.

It was used in unloading the truck at the rail-

About 300 feet of wire rope were used with the drum.

general utility truck.

side, l

ton, model 1934.

This truck was a Chevrolet stake
It was used in transporting men,

repair parts and fuel, and supplies from the

canin

to the

scene of operation.
f.

Necessary small tools and maintenance equipment were used.

14.

i.

Figure

1

Top loader "pulling hook".

Figure

2

Because of the narrow bunks (8 foot),
loads were often built high to maitain a

high average volume per load.

1F.

These were drawn from regular company stock and not fig-

ured as an expense charged to the salvage crew.
ith the excettion of the

1oging truck, noñe of this equipment was

purchased for the expressed use in salvage work.

Some new materials were

used in the construction of the 1oadin

for the most part, used

rig, but,

and norm.l1y depreciated equipment furnished the salvage crew.

Wire rope

and most repair parts were drawn from stock that the company had on hand
end were charged to this operation.

All repair labor was prorated to the

machine on which such labor was expended, providing that the labor was not
charged to some other phase of the salvage work.
Pictures of various pieces of the equipment are to he found augmenting
the material under

tCoordinationtl

III Operation
a.

Spotting and mapping.

by a two-man crew.

The area being worked was gone over

These men cooperated in both spotting

high risk trees and in the mapping work.

One man with a

compass would oace from established land survey section

corners on a line one-half or one tally from the section
line and parallel to it.

The other man would carefully

look at each and every tree between the compass line and
the section line, for evidences of beetle infections and

high risk.

Vfhen a

high risk tree was found, the spotter

would orally signal to the compassrnan and the latter would
make a record of the tree on a specially prepared form and
plot it on the map or plat upon which he recorded his traverses.

The spotter blazed and numbered each spotted tree.

Then the end of the strip had been reached, another strip

would be run parallel to the first, and the spotter would
work in this new strip, using the first compass line and

1E.

the oompassman's new line as boundaries for the strip

under observation.

Strips were usually run north and

south to aid the spotter in inspecting the croirì condition
of the trees with a minimum of sun glare.

numbered consecutively and plotted.
were given to the fallers,

The trees were

Copies of this map

choker-setter, and the tractor

operator to facilitate their finding the marked trees.
The trees were blazed on three sides to make for easier

finding.
b. Falling and bucking.

The fallers found the marked trees

with the aid of the map prepared by the compassivan.

Reg-

ular company policies were followed regarding stump height
and log marking for bucking cuts.

Sixteen foot logs were

made only when a thirty-two would be too large for convenient skidding and loading or in cases of utilizing tops.
These men were paid daily wages rather than gyppo rates,

because of the abnormally large amount of travel time between trees.
c.

Skidding.

ITany of the

trees were quite widly separated.

This was done with the Cletrac tractor.

Turns

were gathered and yarded to the landings in the customary

manner.
the

los.

If no one was at the landing, the operator unhooked

If the choker-setter was busy elsewhere,

tractor operator set his ovm chokers.

the

The last item men-

tioned happened frequently, because the choker-setter set
hooks in the loading operation and was so:ínetimes sent on
errands.

The truck haul was slow, so the tractor operated

below capacity, and the operator was seldom forced to hurry.
d.

Loading.

Thè loading machine, being able to move under its

own power, proved itself very valuable under the existing
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conditions. Flexibility of equipment is necessary to
insure reasonable costs in this very low percentage of
cut. 'he truck driver operated the loading machine.
soiiieone at the 1andin would start the machine as the
truck apDroached, but the truck driver operated the
machine in the actual 1oadin. The operation of the
loader was simple.

The power

unit (tractor)

with a gear driven single drum winch
150

feet of 3/4 inch wire rope vhich

was equipped

fitted with
was

about

strung through

the block atop the boom and to which was fastened a set

of crotch lines and loading hooks.

ministered the loading'.

The head

The handy-man and

setter manipulated the loading hooks.

The

loader ad-

the choker-

scaling of

lor decks was done by the head loader or one of the

spotters.
The

angle of the

boom was

were fastened to the arch and
as these made for a

hih

adustable. The guy lines
the tractor. Factors such

degree of

flexibility.

most necessary where such a small volume

is

This is

removed from

the total stand and clearance is often impaired.
e. Minor trsnsportation.

This was done with the truck.

The

primary roads were already established and, because of the

topography, the construction of secondary roads was com-

paratively simple.

The

roads were unsurfaced, the primary

roads being but smoothed railroad grades.

The

spur roads,

too, were unsurfaced, being but ground cleared of small

trees

and rocks.

The

soil varied from lava dust to

stone, the former causing

easily, but the latter

much

showed

lost time

little

as

it

pumice

chewed up

depreciation even

after a full season of use.
Devices for filterin

air and fuel were installed on

the truck to prevent undue wear.

Because of the poor roads and heavy loads, the haul
was very slow.

Three to four hours were used in comniet-

ing the round trip.
f.

Unloading.

The truck was unloaded at the railhead by the

unloading rig, operated by the truck driver and his helper.
(

One man acconipanied the truck driver each trip to assist

in unloading and as a helper in emergencies.

This man was

the handy-man or someone else whose duties were not too

pressing at the time.)

The rig was equipped with a gear

driven single drum winch and about 300 feet of 3/4 inch

wire rope.

An eye was provided in the end of this line

to accommodate a rolling hook.

The line was put over the

reach of the trailer and up on the side opposite the unloader, over the top,

and.

down about half-way on the side

toward the unloader where it was made fast by the setting
of the hook in one of the larger face logs.

The line was

drawn taut to facilitate the removal of wrapper chains and
fit hooks to the corner binds.

Power was then applied and

the load was spilled to the ground.

The unloader, by pull-

ing itself with the winch, was capable of its own locomotion.
The log deck was maintained in rows as the unloader could

not pile one load on top of another easily.
after finishin

The machine,

one row, would he moved about fifty feet

and would built another row, parallel to the first, as the

loads came in.
g.

Coordination.

By following a tree through the process of
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Figure

3

Loaded truck inmiediately
before unloading showing
mainline of unloader
wrapped around load and
fastened to a rolling
hook in face log.

Figure 4

Unloader pulling load
from truck. Mainline

barely discernible on
horizon.

Figure

5

Logs being loaded for

shipment to mill.

n

Figure

6

Typical "high risk't

I

tree

Figure

7

Spotter blazing
tree

:

.-.e.

'--

Figure

8

View of loading rig
showing position of

mainline and guys
when

a log is

being

lifted.

vàk

-

s

t

Figure

9

Rig in action, all
guy lines visible,

Figure 10
Rig, showing boom assembly

detail.

i

2.

being salvaed, the coordination of these processes and a
better understanding of how the salvage operation works

may be gained.
The spotters have blazed the tree and written the tree

number in each of the blazes (on different sides of the tree
to he certain that the numbers may be found after the tree

has been felled), for it has been considered a high risk

tree.

When the spotters marked this tree, they recorded
i

its diameter at breast height,

the kind of damage that

caused its classification as a high risk tree,
tian, and its number.

its loca-

These records were kept on forms

provided for this purpose.

A map was made of the location

and number of the trees, and it was from a copy of this

map that the fallers found it.
fallers copied the tree number
cord.

iext,

The tree was felled.

The

on the stump for future re-

the tree was bucked and limbed according to

the company's usual oractices.

Soon (before bluestain and

secondary beetles could do much damage) the choker-setter
dug choker holes and set chokers for the Cletrac to skid
it to the landing.

The choker-setter found the fallen tree

with the aid of another copy of the original map.

The loss

were numbered with the tree number, and the Cletrac skidded

them to the landing and they were unhooked.

The logs were

scaled on the landing by the head loader or one of the spotters,
if the latter happened to be there,

and the scale in board

feet (Scribner rule) was marked on the end of each lo
also recorded.

As the truck approached,

or another unoccupied man,

and

the head loader,

started the loading machine.

The

truck pulled into position for loading, the men took their

r

Figure 11

Loaded truck on
its way to the

railhead with
11,500 board
feet of sugar
pine.

Fiure

12

Truck at railhead, log
deck and unloader in

background. By using
cornerbind bunk locks,
loads up to thirteen

feet in width could be
made on the eight foot
bunks.

Figure 13
The unloader,

showin

:

construction.

:ç-:-4:

Figure 14
The author unlocking

cornerbind prepar-

I

atory to unloading.
The wrapper chains
are still in place.

Figure 15

Logs being pulled off
the truck. Approxi-

mately 15,000 board
feet.

A

A

25.

4.

Figure 16

View of log deck at railhead.

Fiure

17

Lo;s being loaded on to

flatcars prior to ship-

ment to mill.

2E.

niaces; the head loader on top of the truck cab, the

truck driver at the controls of the loa1er, and the

hook-setters (usually the handy-man and the chokersetter) on the hooks.

On sinals from the head loader,

the loas were selected from the log deck and the load

built.

Next the wrapper chains were fastened

corner bind bunk locks locked.
and started its haul.

arid

the

The truck was fueled,

One of the hook-setters rode as

swAmper (helter) with the truck driver.

The wrapper

chains were checked en route once or twice.

(The load

was sometimes shifted for better balance at the landing
v:Lth

the loading

ri.)

ltThen

the truck and load reached

the rail head, the truck driver or the helper started the

unloading machine and reeled out enough line to pass under,
up,

and over the load.

and set the hook.

ext the two men adjusted the line

Then one of them operated the unloader

and pulled the load from the truck.

When the lo

deck at

the rail head became large enough to make feasable the sarlin

for a crane,one was called and loaded the loss on flat

cars and these were disoatched to the mill.

By keeping a record of the time that the truck checked
in and left the loader

cord of the loading,
The tree number

and unloader and delay time, a re-

hauling,

and unloading time was made.

and scale of each lo

was made at the

time of loading and a record kept of the load scale, the

total amount hauled,
The

hih

and the whereabouts of each log.

risk trees can be defined as Keen's class PT C, IV D, III

and II D trees, roughly.

This is subject to the judgement of the spotter.

Most of the trees taken were of the IV
stand was virgin.

D,

C

and IV D classification as the

27.

IV Costs (8)
a.

General statistics
213

iumber of trees treated

699,000

Estimated volume

13F

680

Acres covered

Lmount expended
b. Averages

3,280

Average scale per tree

3.19

Average acres per tree

Average cost per tree

:9.91

Average cost per acre

3.11

635,000

Total salvaged scale
C.

BF

BF

Truck haul from section 27, T42N, RXE and a few scattered
trees from sections 22 and 28, same township.

Total log scale delivered with truck

635,000

Total number of round trips with truck

71

Total number of loads hauled

71

Total

1,001

a1lons of gasoline used in truck

1,480.04

Total truck miles in log haul

27 min.

Total hours taken to load truck

77 hrs.

Total hours taken to unload truck

66 hrs. 29 min.

Total hours truck engaged in log haul

264 hrs. 25 min.

Total number of logs hauled
Total number of days truck engaged in log haul
d.

BF

523
42

Trucking averages
Log scale per load
Logs per load
Scale per log
Miles per gallon of gasoline

8,944
7.37

1,214

BF

1.48

28.

laies ner round trip
Hours 1oarIinc

20.85

truck

hr.

1

Hours unloading truck

5

min.

56 min.

Hours truck in one round trip of log haul

hr. 43 min.

3

Percentages of total time truck engaged
Hours loading truck

i9

Hours uloading truck

l6

Hours truck in one round trip of log haul

65

Truck trips per day
Total cost per

Ill3F

1.69
per mile (196 trees, 635 M log scale)

Control work (spotting,

falling, bucking,

limbing, and

loading on truck)
Salvage work (skidding, truck haul,

$

.00225

and unloading at

railhead)

.00369

Combined operation (from stumu to alongside
track)

.00594

2..

e.

Final cost statement

Operating
Labor
1.

Control work

$

1,801.66

Supplies
& Repairs
$

Repair
Labor

309.83

Total

3

2,111.49

213 trees
699 M log scale

2.

Ç3.02

2.58

.44

Salvase operation 3l,87l.l8

1,037.73

563.62

3,472.53

2.95

1.63

.89

5.47

Combined operatiox$3,672.84

1,347.56

563.62

5,584.02

Cost per M

--

196 trees
635 M log scale

Cost per M
3.

$

196 trees
635 M log scale

Cost per M
4.

5.78

2.12

8.79

Other costs (on per M basis)

Loading on flat oar

34

Freight to mill

3

1.35

Unloading into mill pond
5.

Grand total of all costs (on per M basis)

3

10.58

zo.

Summary

Conclusions and Recommendations
The

the seine

cost of salvaging the timber on this operation was approximately

(lo.58

lo,;ing cost plus

per

M

as compared with lO.5O) as the company's average

stumpage value.

This means

that instead of losing

these high risk trees to the beetles, the company has saved logs.
these conditions, the operators

make an economic

high and will suffer an economic loss

if

Under

profit if the market is

the market is down.

Stand

sanitation in this region has not been studied intensively; therefore
no proof can be given as yet that the silvicultural betterment of the
stand will offset the economic loss incurred during times of poor market conditions.
Under the market

conditions that existed at the time of this season's

operation, the company saved the stumpage but received little or no income in excess of expenditures. This statement is based on the fact

that the

stuxnpage has been held

such stumpage
and the

for

a number

of rears.

The

salvage of

is, in reality, the salvage of the original purchase price,

carrying charges incurred since the date of purchase.

with the increase in efficiency that normally comes with additional

experience, the costs per thousand board feet will be lessened and the
net income increased. Many problems were solved during the first sason
and the

solution of

many more

of the problems will be found as the oper-

tion progresses.

factor that has not been iven consideration in this paper, but
is of prime importance, is that the average value per thousand board feet
is higher than the average for the company's entire operation. Many of
One

the top logs of the trees logged in the salvage operation were in a
poor condition and not considered merchantable.

cause of

rot, excessive beetle

dmnage,

These were culled be-

bluestain, etc.

common

in trees

1.

classified as high risks.
The

average high risk tree is a mature or overmature tree with high

value clear

ios

sand board feet.

in the bole and of subsequently higher value ner thou-

Although this fact seems obvious,

ery studies will be needed to prove it.

lumber grade recov-

Studies should be marie of the

hazard created in leaving beetle infested cull logs in the woods to determine whether or not such logs should be peeled and burned or other-

wise treated.

Although the equipment in use during the past summer was adequate,
better or newer equinment (mainly tractors) would prove of great value

when experience and repair costs show more clearly the

di

saclvantages of

obsol ete equipment.

Even if the logging operation is cerned out at a loss of from
to %2 per
a

thousand feet of timber, it is better than spending

thousand feet to fell the trees and burn them or leave them

woods, as is the case with the usual control operations.

3

l

or

the

The reduction

of infestation by either method will be the same. (1)
In western olne beetle control, reductions of more than 5O

are

rarely obtained in one season, and the work must be repeated for several
seasons until the resistance of the stand has improved throuh removal of

beetle susceptible trees or until the trees are better able to resist
attacks. (6)
Bark beetle control

vrk

has been in progress in western forests

since 1911, and the results of this work have indicated rather defioitely what can be expected in the control of

sorne

of the more important

species. (lo)

Wherever bark beetles have been primarily responsible for the death
of trees, the application cf control measures has resulted in reducing
the infestation or in restoring the natural balance so as to bring the

2.

outbreak under control.

Western pine beetle epidemics have

so

frequently been partly de-

pendent upon a weakened condition of the host tree that the results
from control have not been so clear cut.

Infestations have been re-

duced, hut uiless the work is continued or conditions bring about

im-

proved tree resistance, the reductions brought about by control efforts
will be difficult to maintain.
At best, remedial bark beetle control is only a temporary expedient, or a method of suppressin; outbreaks that have been brought about

through some interruption, disturbance,
balance.

or failure of the biological

The only permanent protection is through the management of

forest properties to maintain the natural

alance, or if this is broken

by forces beyond Man's control, to be able to salvage the killed timber
quickly enough to prevent excessive loss.

33.

Appendix
The maps and charts contained in this appendix will aid the reader
in obtaining a more clear cut and detailed

than the written work might produce.

uderstandin

of this operation
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Figure 18

Bark beetle losses; in relation
to other forest depletions. (9)
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